41 42 Transcriptionally active genes contain acetyl-rich chromatin and are organized in distinct 43 nuclear compartments that are spatially separated from transcriptionally inactive genes. It 44 is not known how this compartmentalized acetylated chromatin is targeted and regulated 45 by chromatin remodelers such as PBAF. Thus, we sought to understand how PBAF 46 targets chromatin and modulates compartmentalization of transcriptionally active genes 47 using live-cell single molecule fluorescence microscopy. Our work reveals chromatin 48 hubs throughout the nucleus where PBAF cycles on and off the genome. Deletion of 49 PBAF's bromodomains impairs recognition of hubs and cycling on chromatin. 50 Interestingly, markers for transcriptionally active and inactive genes can be found in 51 compartments harboring acetylated chromatin at the periphery that is selectively 52 recognized by PBAF via bromodomains. Defects in PBAF's peripheral targeting lead to a 53 select reduction in the size and number of compartments containing transcriptionally 54 active genes. Our data, combined with previous work in Yeast and Drosophila, suggest 55 that PBAF activity serves as a barrier to heterochromatin spreading. Overall, our findings 56 suggest that chromatin compartments are highly structured with unique peripherally 57 associated acetylation marks. PBAF utilizes these marks to help shape nuclear 58 compartments containing transcriptionally active genes, thereby aiding genomic 59 organization. 60 61 compartments in vivo may lead to a greater understanding of the spatial and dynamic 86 regulation of transcription and genome topology. 87 Recent live-cell imaging studies indicate that a number of transcription factors (e.g. 88 RNA Polymerase II, Mediator and Sox2) dynamically bind chromatin as clusters to form 89 hubs that regulate local gene expression 12-17 . However, such dynamic activity of 90 transcriptional regulators, including chromatin modifiers, within distinct chromatin 91 compartments is currently poorly characterized due to a number of technical limitations. 92 In particular, researchers lack efficient methods to identify and quantitatively characterize 93 chromatin in active/inactive compartments in live cells. 94 To spatially distinguish and characterize different chromatin compartments in 95 vivo, we used live cell Single Molecule Tracking (SMT) to dynamically map genomic 96 binding of PBAF alongside markers of transcriptionally active (H3.3) and inactive (HP1α) 97 genes. Our dynamic imaging studies reveal small hubs where PBAF cycles on and off 98 chromatin, which can be further grouped to form large compartments. We next sought to 99 address the pivotal question of how distinct compartmentalized chromatin states are 100 targeted by PBAF. Thus, we investigated PBAF's spatial distribution, velocities and 101 stability on chromatin when encountering H3.3 and HP1α marked compartments. More 102 importantly, we have assessed the role of PBAF's bromodomains in hub targeting, 103 cycling on chromatin, select compartment engagement and genomic organization. 104 Overall, our studies provide new insights into dynamic chromatin targeting of PBAF via 105 bromodomains, which regulates compartmentalization of transcriptionally active genes to 106 aid in genomic organization. 107 108
Hi-C studies have shown that genomic regions spanning up to a megabase, contain 64 transcriptionally active genes rich in acetylated chromatin that are grouped together in 65 "A" compartments 1,2 . Neighboring "B" compartments contain inactive chromatin with 66 repressive epigenetic marks and are segmented away from A compartments 2 . High 67 resolution Hi-C maps further identified a second level of local genome organization 68 consisting of topologically associated domains (TADs) spanning sub-megabase regions 69 and loop domains. High-resolution imaging using DNA-FISH in fixed cells has also 70 spatially identified distinct active and inactive compartments that corresponded with 71 genomic studies 3, 4 . 72 A number of recent genomic studies have linked dynamic changes in genome 73 topology with chromatin states and gene regulation during cellular stress, cell 74
reprogramming and viral infection 5-7 . Specifically, transcription factor binding and 75 expression of stress response and developmentally regulated genes are often linked to 76 A/B compartment switching at the end of these genes and boundaries between select 77
TADs 5-7 . However, it is unclear how transcription factors dynamically recognize and alter 78 these A/B compartment boundaries to regulate genome topology at the single cell level. 79 PBAF, an ATP dependent chromatin remodeling complex, regulates transcription of 80 stress response genes in Humans, C. elegans and Yeast via bromodomain dependent 81 targeting of acetylated chromatin at promoters 8-10 . The yeast homolog of PBAF, RSC, has 82 also been shown to alter genome topology likely via modulation of chromatin state and 83 transcription at genes within the boundaries between chromatin domains 11 . Therefore 84 understanding how PBAF dynamically recognizes different chromatin states in genomic 85
Results 109
PBAF targets chromatin in distinct nuclear hubs and compartments 110
Active genomic compartments are enriched in acetylated chromatin and 111 transcriptionally active genes 1, 18 . PBAF targets a variety of acetylated residues, including 112
H3K14ac and H3K27ac, on chromatin via its 8-12 bromodomains based on in vitro 113 studies 19, 20 . Therefore, we hypothesized that PBAF would dynamically localize to 114 discrete nuclear compartments that were enriched in acetylated chromatin in vivo ( Figure  115 1a). 116
To characterize the dynamic binding of PBAF to chromatin in vivo, we chose to 117 fluorescently tag the BAF180 subunit (i.e. Halo-BAF180 WT, Figure S1 ), since it harbors 118 six bromodomains critical for interaction with acetyl-lysine residues on histones 21, 22 . 119 Motion Blur HILO microscopy combined with live-cell Single Molecule Tracking (SMT) 120 23 was used to dynamically detect PBAF molecules stably bound to chromatin (Figure 1b  121 and Supplemental Movie S1). At long camera exposure rates (~500 ms), fast-diffusing 122 nuclear PBAF complexes are blurred out and cannot be localized. Single PBAF 123 molecules, stably bound to chromatin targets, appear as distinct Point Spread Functions 124 (PSFs) that can be spatially and temporally resolved ( Figure 1b ). PSFs, representing 125 PBAF's binding and unbinding on chromatin, appear and disappear stochastically 126 throughout the time course of imaging ( Figure 1b and Supplemental Movie S1). We 127 confirmed that these Halo-tagged BAF180 proteins were incorporated into the large 128 multi-subunit PBAF complex via co-immunoprecipitation studies and live-cell fast 129 diffusion measurements (Figures S1 and S2). 130
Two dimensional (2D) projection maps showed select nuclear regions that contained 131 high densities of PBAF's chromatin binding events alongside deserts devoid of binding 132 (Figures 1c, left panel, and S3c ). Based upon these maps, we hypothesized that PBAF's 133 distinct localization pattern was due, in part, to dynamic interactions between PBAF's 134 bromodomains and acetylated chromatin. Therefore, we developed an approach to 135 spatially define the frequency of PBAF's chromatin binding within nuclear subregions. 136
These dynamic binding frequency heat maps were generated by raster scanning across the 137 nucleus and counting the number of PBAF-chromatin binding events in a given sized 138 window (binding events/µm 2 /sec) ( Figures 1c and 1d ). Spatially isolated regions 139 representing high frequency PBAF binding to chromatin were scattered throughout the 140 nucleus ( Figure 1d , yellow spanning to red regions). 141
Analysis with the smallest scanning window (0.064 µm 2 ) revealed hubs of repeated 142 PBAF binding events to target loci within an area of ~250 nm in diameter ( Figure 1d Sox2 and RNA Polymerase II at enhancers and promoters in nuclear domains of roughly 147 equivalent sizes 13,14,16,24 . Therefore, we speculate that these PBAF hubs represent 148 repeated binding or "cycling" on nucleosomes in small genomic regions at enhancers and 149 promoters. 150
The largest scanning window (2.54 µm 2 ) indicated clusters of binding hubs grouped 151 together to form a large compartment (~1.7 µm in diameter, Figure 1d , right panel). 152
Importantly, the average size of our PBAF binding compartments in live cells was only 153 slightly larger than active and inactive chromatin compartments measured by super-154 resolution microscopy in fixed cells 4 . Overall, these results suggest that PBAF is likely 155 targeting chromatin in a permissive state over select genomic regions that are packaged in 156 confined hubs that are grouped in compartments. 157
PBAF targeting and cycling on chromatin hubs is regulated by BAF180 158 bromodomains 159
It is generally thought that arrays of acetylated nucleosomes are repeatedly targeted 160 by bromodomain containing chromatin remodeling complexes such as PBAF ( Figure  161 2a) 25 . Multiple PBAF subunits contain bromodomains that recognize a large variety of 162 acetyl-lysine residues in chromatin 20,26-28 . Notably, BAF180 contains six bromodomains 163 while BRG1 and BRD7 each contain one bromodomain. Therefore, we hypothesized that 164 BAF180 bromodomains would have major role in PBAF's targeting and cycling on hubs 165 ( Figure 2a ). 166
To determine if chromatin hubs were targeted via PBAF bromodomain/acetyl-lysine 167 interactions, we compared the high frequency binding of wild-type PBAF and a mutant 168 PBAF lacking the six BAF180 bromodomains (i.e. ΔBD) ( Figure 2b ). Interestingly, the 169 number of PBAF binding hubs in each cell was reduced upon deletion of BAF180 170 bromodomains ( Figure 2c) We next investigated how chromatin in target hubs is temporally occupied by PBAF. 176
Chromatin hubs are occupied via a series of PBAF binding and unbinding events 177 interspersed with latent periods of non-occupancy ( Figure 2d ). We found that both wild-178 type PBAF and mutant PBAF ΔBD, on average, exhibited ~9-10 rounds of repeated 179 binding at target hubs over ~18 minutes of continuous imaging (Figure 2e ). Furthermore, 180 elevated histone acetylation levels led to a slight but significant increase in the number of 181 PBAF binding cycles at target hubs for both wild-type and mutant PBAF (Figure 2e ). We 182 speculate that residual bromodomains in mutant PBAF's BRD7 and BRG1 subunits may 183 compensate to increase cycling on select arrays of hyperacetylated nucleosomes. 184
To assess further assess the molecular origins of cycling on chromatin hubs, 185 histograms of PBAF latency times were generated and fit to single, double and triple 186 exponential decay models ( Figure S4b To quantitatively determine PBAF's preferential targeting inside compartments, we 243 examined the ratio between the number of PBAF binding events inside of compartments 244 (nPBIC) and the area of compartments (nAC, see methods). A value greater than 1 for the 245 nPBIC/nAC ratio indicates enrichment of PBAF binding inside a specific type of 246 compartment relative to global chromatin. A value less than 1 for the nPBIC/nAC ratio 247 indicates depletion of PBAF binding inside compartments. Overall, we observed an 248 enrichment of PBAF binding inside the H3.3 and HP1α compartments (i.e. Entire Comp. 249 shown in Figure 4e , top panels). 250
To pinpoint where PBAF was mostly enriched inside compartments, we then plotted 251 nPBIC/nAC ratios as a function of PBAF's distance away from the compartment 252 periphery ( Figure 4e ). We found a significant differential enrichment of wild-type 253 PBAF's chromatin binding within ~84 nm of the periphery inside of H3.3 and HP1α 254 compartments (top panels). In stark contrast, mutant PBAF that lacks BAF180 255 bromodomains (i.e. DBD) displayed no spatial enrichment close to the periphery of H3.3 256 and HP1α compartments (bottom panels). Thus, these findings reveal that chromatin at 257 the edge of both transcriptionally active and heterochromatic compartments likely 258 contains distinct acetylation marks that target PBAF via BAF180 bromodomains. 259
To support our live-cell dynamic tracking of PBAF binding on select distinct 260 chromatin, super-resolution STORM microscopy in fixed cells was also conducted 261 ( Figure S7 ). The analysis validates the overlap between wild-type PBAF and H3.3/HP1α 262 marked chromatin ( Figure S7 with previous studies showing that chromatin moves via a curvilinear mechanism 36,37 . 332
We next sought to address whether different chromatin states of target 333 nucleosomes would impact PBAF's velocity. To begin tackling this task, we 334 quantitatively characterized the movement of individual trajectories ( Figure S9a ). The 335 velocity of PBAF's curvilinear movement was discontinuous, occurring in a series of 336 starts and stops. Furthermore, multiple Gaussian model fitting of the individual 337 trajectory's average velocities revealed at least three to four distinct populations of PBAF 338 velocities ( Figure 6c ). These four populations may reflect four different chromatin states 339 bound by PBAF. For clarity, we combined the two fast PBAF movement populations into 340 a single category. We suspected that less crowded euchromatic loci would allow fast 341 movement of PBAF (Figure 6a there was an increased percentage of slow moving wild-type PBAF bound to H3.1 358 marked chromatin outside of H3.3 marked compartments (i.e. 37% vs. 21%, Figures S9b  359   and 6d ). On the other hand, we observed a decrease in the slow moving PBAF population 360 outside of HP1α marked compartments (i.e. 35% vs. 42%, Figure S9b and 6d ). This 361 suggests that the global chromatin on average is slightly less densely packed compared to 362 HP1α marked chromatin. Collectively, PBAF's differential velocities likely reflect 363 chromatin compaction, which increases from H3.3 to H3.1 to HP1α marked chromatin 364 states. However, we can't exclusively rule out the possibility that PBAF may bind these 365 distinct types of chromatin via different mechanisms and subunits, resulting in distinct 366 velocities regardless of compaction states. 367
Residence time analysis indicated that removal of PBAF's bromodomains altered 368 binding in heterochromatic compartments (Figure 5e ). Therefore, we exploited mutant 369 PBAF ΔBD's velocity to infer the local chromatin density of its targets within 370 heterochromatin. Interestingly, we observed a decreased percentage of slow moving 371 mutant PBAF ΔBD molecules relative to wild-type PBAF in heterochromatic HP1α 372 compartments (Figure 6d ). It is important to note that these results are consistent with the 373 residence time analysis (Figures 5d and 5e A battery of work has now established that transcriptionally co-regulated genes 380 are clustered in compartments containing Topologically Associated Domains (TADs) or 381 transcription factories in the nucleus (Figure 1a Large chromatin domains (~2-30 kb) can be found to be acetylated throughout the 394 genome 40,41 . We proposed that the discrete PBAF hubs identified in our heat maps 395 ( Figure 1d ) represent repeated binding to arrays of closely spaced acetylated nucleosomes 396 during our live-cell imaging (Figure 2) . Indeed, removal of BAF180's bromodomains 397 reduced the number of PBAF hubs, while elevated global histone acetylation increased 398 the number of hubs (Figure 2c ). Therefore, we surmise that PBAF binding hubs represent 399 acetylated loci (Figure 7a ). Interestingly, our latency analysis reveals that BAF180 400 bromodomains also increase PBAF cycling on acetylated chromatin in hubs (Figure 2f ). 401 Therefore, our studies support that PBAF utilizes bromodomain/acetyl interactions to 402 remain in the immediate vicinity of target chromatin, likely facilitating repeated rounds 403 of remodeling events on nucleosomal arrays (Figures 2a and 7a) . 404
Our data visualized large compartments encompassing grouped hubs of 405 transcriptionally active genomic regions (Figure 3b (Figure 6b ). Furthermore, there is a strong correlation between 442 chromatin structure and PBAF's velocity (Figure 6d) , with complexes moving slower as 443 nucleosome density increases (Figure 7b) . Surprisingly, mutant PBAF lacking BAF180 444 bromodomains moved faster compared to wild-type PBAF in HP1α marked 445 heterochromatic compartments (Figure 6d ). Thus, our data indicate that mutant PBAF 446 ΔBD may be mistargeted to distinct local heterochromatin environments containing less 447 densely packed nucleosomes. This is further supported by data showing that mutant 448 PBAF ΔBD binds for shorter periods of time relative to wild-type PBAF in HP1α marked 449 heterochromatic compartments (Figure 5d Nuclear BAF180 tracks were identified based on the boundaries from 2D 517 projection maps of 180 binding events. BAF180 tracks that fell outside of the nucleus 518 were excluded. Photobleach rates were then determined for each background-subtracted 519 movie based upon exponential decay of the global fluorescence of chromatin bound 520
Halo-BAF180 WT/ΔBD, H3.3-SNAP, SNAP-HP1α. 521
Analysis of PBAF chromatin binding residence times 522
Chromatin binding residence time was determined by plotting a survival curve (1-523 Cumulative Density Function, 1-CDF) of the track-lengths of chromatin bound Halo-524 BAF180 in each cell. Single and double-exponential models were then fitted to these 1-525 CDF plots to determine residence times. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's post-526 hoc t-tests were performed to determine pairwise significance of global residence times 527 and percentages of stable PBAF binding events. 528
Analysis of PBAF clustering in hubs 529
2D projection maps of BAF180 binding events lasting at least one second 530 
Mapping of PBAF binding compartments 547
Contiguous nuclear regions of compartments containing high frequency PBAF 548 binding in cells were determined by raster scanning of a 19 x 19 pixel (2.54 µm 2 ) window 549 across the nucleus. Binding events that fell within this window were then counted to 550 generate an overall binding density for individual pixels throughout the nucleus. Pixels in 551 the resulting PBAF density map, which displayed a lower binding density than the 552 average global binding density, were filtered out and eliminated. Remaining continguous 553 areas containing at least 10 pixels displaying a high frequency of PBAF binding events 554 were grouped as compartments. For residence time analysis, compartments with fewer 555 than 120 binding events were eliminated to permit more robust statistical analysis of 556 events. Track lengths for molecules within these remaining compartments were then 557 plotted as a 1-CDF survival curve and fit to single-and double-exponential decay 558 functions. Residence times of the specific binding population for each compartment were 559 plotted as Probability Density Functions (PDF). Statistical differences between genotypes 560 or treatment conditions were then assessed using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 561
Characterization of PBAF localization to H3.3 or HP1α compartments 562
High binding density H3.3 or HP1α compartments were mapped using MTT and 563 raster scanning as described above. Remaining compartments were then filtered, such 564 that regions below a threshold of 0.5% of total nuclear binding events for H3.3 and HP1α 565 were eliminated. PBAF binding events within each compartment were summed and 566 normalized to the total number of PBAF binding events within the cell (nPBIC). This was 567 further normalized to the percentage of the total nuclear area occupied by either H3.3 or 568
HP1α compartments (nAC). For analysis of binding probability in relation to 569 compartment periphery, the number of PBAF binding events within a 1 pixel (84 nm) 570 band around the perimeter of the compartment was determined and normalized to the 571 total number PBAF binding events in the cell. This was further normalized to the 572 percentage of nuclear area occupied by the 1 pixel (84 nm) band around the perimeter of 573 the compartment. The outer band of the compartment was then removed and the 574 subsequent binding probability analysis for the 84-168 nm, 169-252 nm, 253-336 nm, 575 337-420 nm bands away from the compartment periphery were performed in a similar 576 manner. Overall significance was determined with a two-sample Kruskal-Wallis test to 577 determine pair-wise significance. 578 579
Characterization of PBAF binding dynamics within H3.3 or HP1α compartments 580
Track lengths for PBAF molecules within compartments were plotted as a 1-CDF 581 survival curve and fit to single-and double-exponential decay functions. Residence times 582 of the specific binding population for each compartment were plotted as Probability 583
Density Functions (PDF). Statistical differences between genotype or treatment 584 conditions were then assessed using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 585
Velocity analysis of chromatin bound PBAF 586
To assess the average velocity of chromatin bound PBAF within compartments 587 ( Figure 6 respectively. Outliers typically represented less than 10% of the dataset and therefore 882 were omitted for clarity. 883 
